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identiﬁable attributes in a subset are the same. In doing
so, k-anonymization guarantees against identity discloser [3].
However, it ignores sensitive attributes that specify the outcome/observation about a particular record. Since, the main
objective of any anonymization is to protect sensitive information about individuals, k-anonymization becomes vulnerable
to attacks arising from an adversary’s unavoidable knowledge
of the overall distribution of sensitive attribute values in a released table. k-anonymized data sets are liable to skewness and
similarity based attacks [5], [6], [7], [8] when their sensitive
attribute distribution in a subset is signiﬁcantly different than
that in the original table.
We propose an anonymization algorithm called Incognito,
that aims at minimizing identity, similarity and skewness
based attacks on anonymized data. It limits the difference in
distribution of sensitive attribute values in a released subset
to that in the original table by adhering to the taxonomy tree
of the sensitive attributes. It also ensures, that the probability
change of any sensitive value appearing in a subset remained
bounded to an upper bound. A bucketization phase creates
overlapping buckets and maintains an upper bound limiting the
change in probability of a sensitive attribute value in a released
subset generated from these buckets. The sizes for the subsets
are dynamically determined by dichotomizing or recursively
dividing the buckets sizes into two equal parts. A redistribution
phase is also introduced, that generates subsets with sensitive
attribute probabilities close to the original data set. Finally, a
recording function anonymizes the data using some summary
statistical functions such as mean, median, ranges and others to
ensure records appearing in each released subsets are identical
to each other.
However, with the ever increasing scale of data sets and
adaptation of cloud based solutions, the need for anonymizing in some cloud applications increases tremendously [9],
[10]. Anonymizing such data sets is becoming a considerable
challenge for traditional anonymization algorithms and newer
research has started to focused on the scalability problem
of large-scale data anonymization [11], [12]. The models
proposed for k-anonymization have deteriorating performance
with larger data sets [13], [14]. Using distributed processing
frameworks performance of such solutions can be vastly im-
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of individuals involved. While several algorithms, with varying
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large scale distributed anonymization remains an under-explored
topic.
In this paper, we propose Incognito, a distributed algorithm
and framework for anonymization of large data sets. Incognito
as a framework is targeted at data center environments, both
private data centers and public clouds; and is intended to be
compatible with modern data analytics frameworks like mapreduce and resilient distributed datasets (RDDs). Incognito the
algorithm aims at minimizing identity, similarity and skins based
attacks on anonymized data sets. This paper describes Incognito
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Data about individuals have been widely collected over
the last decades in different sectors by different institutes,
organizations, government agencies and care providers. It is
often necessary to release micro data between organizations
as well as to the public to serve benign purposes. However,
release of such data could often lead to discloser of sensitive
personal information to malicious actors. Often, a prescribed
strategy has been to remove identiﬁable information (e.g..
name, social security number) from the released data sets. Still,
combinations of selected characteristics of an individual in a
population could often allow identiﬁcation of individuals as
demonstrated by L. Sweeney [1]. In the United States, 87%
of the population had characteristics that likely made them
unique based only on {5-digit zip code, gender, date of birth}
in their censors data.
A widely accepted model to protect such characteristics
in data has been that of K-Anonymization [1], [2], [3], [4].
It groups k records as subsets such that the values for all
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F. Upper Bound

proved. Through our Incognito framework, we demonstrate the
scalability of our algorithm and two other popular anonymization techniques: t-closeness [5] and β-likeness [8].
In rest of the paper, section II introduces the deﬁnitions
and background information used through out this paper. Section III, describes the Incognito algorithm. Section IV presents
empirical evaluations on the scalability of the framework for
different anonymization algorithms (including ours) on large
data sets. It also evaluates the identiﬁability and utility of
anonymized data sets using such algorithms. Section V gives
the related work and the conclusion is in section VI.

The upper bound deﬁnes the allowed percentage change of
the probabilities of SA values appearing in an EC to that in
original table. Given table T with sensitive attribute SA, let
P = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pm ) be the overall SA distribution in T . An
EC, ECe with SA distribution Q = (q1 , q2 , . . . , qm ) is said
to maintain its upper bound, if and only if ∀qi , D(pi , qi ) =
qi −pi ≤ min(β, −ln(pi )), where β is an user deﬁned allowed
probability threshold and ln(pi ) is the natural logarithm of pi .
G. k-Anonymization
Records in a table T are partitioned into subsets of ECs
having at least k records each. All records within an EC are
assigned the same, generalized value [15] over each of their
QI attributes so that QI values of records in an EC are identical
to each other.

II. BACKGROUND
The following subsections describe the background information about different terminologies and methods used
throughout this paper.
A. Quasi Identiﬁer (QI)

III. I NCOGNITO A LGORITHM

Attributes of type numeric {N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn } and string
{C1 , C2 , . . . , Cc } in a private table T that in conjunction
with themselves or in relationship with external and publicly
available information can re-identify individual records.

The premise of the algorithm is that SA values have a
taxonomy tree. Bucketization on sub-trees of SA value taxonomy would allow for creation of ECs that remain close to
the original data set. A straightforward approach would be
to create buckets for each unique SA value. Having T as
the original data set and φ ⊂ T containing all the buckets
(Bi ; i = 1, 2, . . . , |φ|) of SA values, where each Bi have the
same SA values, then ∪Bi ∈φ Bi = T . However, this would
lead to a smaller number of ECs with larger sizes. In order to
increase data utility, generated ECs need to contain a minimum
number of records from an optimal number of buckets to attain
balance between data utility and sensitivity. In the following
subsections, we describe each of the phases and the respective
algorithms.

B. Sensitive Attribute (SA)
Attributes of type numeric {SAN 1 , SAN 2 , . . . , SAN n } and
string
{SAC1 , SAC2 , . . . , SACc } in a private table T that describe
results, observations or classiﬁcations of records in T. Values
for these attributes for any individual should be protected from
people who have no direct access to the original data.
C. Equivalence Class (EC)
Let a table T = {Nrn , Crc }; be a set of QI columns. Nrn
and Crc , respectively being a matrix of type numeric and
string attributes. An equivalence class for T with respect to its
attributes {N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn } and {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cc } is the set
of all records in T containing identical values for all numeric
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) for N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn and string (y1 , y2 , . . . , yc )
for C1 , C2 , . . . , Cc values.

A. Overlapping Bucketization
We propose a bottom up overlapping bucketization of SA
values based on their taxonomy tree, as illustrated in example
1. Given a data set T , the frequency histogram of SA values
is generated as a count of SA values at a given level in its
taxonomy tree. The probabilities of all SA values are measured
for the frequency histogram. For each probability, its upper
bound [8] is calculated as U (p) = 1 + min(β, p × (1 −
ln(p))); here β is the user speciﬁed maximum allowed change
threshold (in percent) of SA values appearing in ECs, p the
probability of the least frequent value and ln(p) the natural
logarithm of the probability. On the level of the leaf nodes, the
upper bound is calculated for each SA value. However, as we
move to the parent levels, the upper bound is representative
of the least frequent SA value for each subset at that level.
Given a set of SA values and their frequency histogram,
overlapping buckets can be created for subsets of SA values
having the same parent in the taxonomy tree. We start with
the level above the leaf nodes and each subset of values in
that level is sorted in the ascending order of their frequencies.
Next, moving left to right, values in a subset are sequentially
iterated. They are grouped as a bucket, provided the sum of
probabilities of the values in the bucket is less than or equal to

D. Bucketization
Given a table T with SA values, where SA ⊂ T , a set of
buckets φ = {B1 , B2 , . . . , B|φ| } deﬁned over the SA values
such that all SA values having the same value or values having
the same parent in their taxonomy tree appear in at least one
bucket and ∪ni=1 Bi = SA.
E. Dichotomization
Again with a table T and a set of buckets φ over its SA
values, the number and sizes of ECs can be determined by
dividing the buckets into equal halves until a proportionality
requirement is fulﬁlled. The proportionality requirement is
deﬁned by assuming that an EC, ECe , is formed with xi
records from bucket Bi ∈ φ, i = 1, 2, . . . , |φ|. ECe abides
to the proportionality requirement with respect to φ, if and
only if the sizes of xi are proportional to those of Bi , i.e.,
x1 : x2 : . . . : x|φ| = |B1 | : |B2 | : . . . : |B|φ| |.
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the upper bound. The upper bound is determined as allowed
probability change for the value with the least occurrence. It
ensures that in the worst case, ECs generated from the bucket
have the maximum change in probability for the values picked
from the bucket, less than or equal to its upper bound.
The upper bound (u) for the least frequent value is calculated as:
u = U (min{pb , pb+1 , pb+2 , . . . , pe }); where [b, . . . , e] represent the left to right sequence of values grouped together. The
frequency of the SA value pe+1 in a subset that increases the
sum of probabilities of values ≤ pe+1 over its upper bound,
is split so that percentage of its frequency is added to the
prior bucket. This brings the sum of probabilities in the bucket
closer to the upper bound while still remaining less than or
equal to it. The frequency required to create
 the overlapping
bucket can be determined as: xl = ul × F , F being the
overall frequency histogram of T and . . . is a ﬂoor function
to round theresult to the nearest integer smaller than itself.
e
Let, yl =
i=b fi , then the required number of frequencies
from fe+1 will be xl − yl .
The same process is performed for the remaining frequencies in the subset. If any values remain in a subset that could
not be grouped into buckets with other values, the process
is continued for subsets of values in the level parent to the
current. Each bucket ensures a worse case upper bound so that
an EC created with the least frequent values have a maximum
percentage change of min(β, −ln(pi )).
Taxonomy trees for string SA values are user deﬁned. On
the other hand, for numerical SA values, the taxonomy tree
can be dynamically determined. Since numeric SA values also
deﬁne observations/classiﬁcations, the variance in their values
is limited and the size of the set of distinct values is small.
Ninghui Li, et al. [5] and Jianneng Cao et al. [7] grouped
SA values as a kd-tree through an iterative split function.
They grouped the values into two subsets in each iteration.
A value that minimized the distance between the distribution
of each group and the original data set was chosen as the split
value. The process continued to split the subsets further until
the difference of their distribution was greater than a deﬁned
threshold.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Zip
47677
47602
47678
47905
47909
47906
47605
47673
47607

Age
39
32
37
53
62
57
40
46
42

Fig. 1: Taxonomy tree of SA Fav. Colour

Fig. 2: Bucketization of SA Fav. Colour

taxonomy tree has a height H = 2 with level l = 0
representing the root node and level l = 2 the leaf nodes. The
bucketization phase starts at level l = H − 1. It respectively
measures the frequency histogram and the probabilities for
all the SA values in all subsets at that level. The frequency
histogram F = {{1, 2, 2}, {1, 2, 1}} and probabilities P =
{{ 19 , 29 , 29 }, { 19 , 29 , 19 }} for the SA values in table I at level
l = 1, are grouped into two subsets as per their parent in the
taxonomy tree. The bucketization phase, as shown in ﬁgure 2,
sorts the frequencies and probabilities in each subset and
creates the groups of SA values from each subset. With a
user deﬁned β = 1.2, the upper bounds for the two subsets
are U = {0.35, 0.35}. In the ﬁrst subset, grouping colors
F F 0000, F F 00F 3 bring their total probability to 0.33. While,
if we try to include F F 00AF into this group, the probability
increases to 0.56. In order to bring the probability of the ﬁrst
group in this subset closer to its upper bound, we need at
least 0.35 × 9 = 3.15 or just frequency 3 (ﬂooring the value
to the nearest integer so that it never goes beyond the upper
bound). The value F F 00AF cannot be grouped with any
other value in this subset at this level. For the second subset,
grouping values 0004F F, 00ABF F bring its probability to
0.22. We need at least 3 records to bring its probability
closest to its upper bound. Since the total frequency of the
group is 2, we can take 3 − 2 = 1 frequency from the SA
value 00F F F F . This phase creates four groups of SA values
{{{F F 0000, F F 0F 3}, {F F 00AF }}, {{0004F F, 00F F F F,
00ABF F }, {00ABF F }}}. These groups have frequencies
and upper bounds respectively of F1 = {{3, 2}, {3, 1}} and
U = {{0.35, 0.56}, {0.35, 0.35}} (based on the least frequent
value in each group). Next, we move to level l = 0 and
group values {F F 00AF, 00ABF F } with respective frequencies {2, 1} together bring their total probability to 0.33 which
is smaller than their upper bound 0.35. This makes the
groups complete, with maximum allowed frequency for each
group being 3. The generated groups are complete with SAs
{{F F 0000, F F 0F 3}, {F F 00AF, 00ABF F }, {0004F F,
00F F F F, 00ABF F }}. They can be represented as the ﬁnal
buckets having frequencies {3, 3, 3} and upper bounds as
{0.35, 0.35, 0.35}.

Fav. Col.
FF0000
FF00F3
FF00AF
FF00F3
0004FF
00ABFF
00ABFF
00FFFF
FF00AF

TABLE I: Data set T , with QIs=ZIP , Age & SA=F av.Col.
Example 1: Bucketization: Let table I be the complete
data set that has to be anonymized with columns {ID} as
identiﬁer, {Zip, Age} the QIs and {F av.Col.} as the SA.
The anonymization process starts by bucketing the SA values.
The taxonomy tree for Fav. Col. is shown in ﬁgure 1. The
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B. Dichotomization

weights are based on the presence of SA values from the same
parent from each bucket. Records from the same parent are
weighted favorably in their distance measure from a given
seed. This enables the created ECs to maintain the closeness
of SA values to the distribution of the original table. It also
ensures that the information loss is minimized within each ECs
with regard to their QIs. Once the ECs are generated, they can
be anonymized with the use of speciﬁc recording functions,
as described in [15], [17], [18].
Example 3: Redistribution & Anonymization: Continuing
from example 2, records from data set T , as shown in table I,
are redistributed into the created ECs. The three ECs and their
sizes determined from dichotomization phase are ﬁlled with
records in order to minimize euclidean distance between QI
values for records in an EC . Once the records are redistributed
into ECs, the QIs in each EC are generalized/suppressed so
that the values of QIs in records in an EC are identical
to each other. The personal identiﬁer values that uniquely
identify a record are hashed. The anonymized data set is
shown in table II. It represents the anonymized data set at
two levels, ﬁrst, having the SA values at the leaf level and,
the second, showing the SA values at the parent level (as per
their taxonomy tree). This demonstrates that the percentage
increase in the probabilities of SA values are bounded by their
upper bound, irrespective of the level of SA values.
In the anonymized table, three ECs were created having
records with IDs {EC1 = [4, 6, 9], EC2 = [1, 5, 9], EC3 =
[2, 8, 3]}. The upper bound for SA value F F 0000 in table T
with probability (pi = 0.11) is 0.35. The record with SA value
F F 0000 is redistributed into EC2 where its SA probability
remains less than the upper bound at qi = 0.33. Even if the SA
value is viewed from the point of view of its parent (Red),
the upper bound constrain is still satisﬁed. The probability
of Red (pi = 0.56) in table T and appearing in the EC2
with probability (qi = 0.67) remains less that its upper bound
(0.88).

Once the buckets are generated, records can be redistributed
into ECs, as shown in example 2. The number of ECs and
their sizes can be dynamically determined by dichotomizing
or dividing the buckets in a top down approach. A binary tree
is created based on sizes of the buckets, where each branch
of the tree represents buckets divided approximately into two
halves. The branches of the tree are recursively further divided
into halves until the new probabilities of elements in each node
of the branch remains less than equal to it upper bound in the
root node. The leaf nodes of this tree are used as the number
of ECs that can be generated from the set of buckets. The
sizes determine the number of records that can be allocated to
them.

Fig. 3: Dichotomization of SA buckets
Example 2: Dichotomizing: Continuing from example 1,
the dichotomization phase determines the number of ECs
and their sizes as shown in ﬁgure 3. The three buckets
from earlier are validated to determine whether dichotomizing
them fulﬁlls the upper bound requirement. The root buckets
have a frequency histogram of {3, 3, 3} and upper bound
of {0.35, 0.35, 0.35}. If they are split into two child ECs,
one with frequencies {1, 1, 1} and another with {2, 2, 2}, the
individual probability of each element of a bucket in the ECs is
2
1
6 = 3 = 0.33. Since the probabilities for all of the elements
are smaller than their respective upper bounds, the split is
allowed. The child with frequencies {1, 1, 1} cannot be further
dichotomized since doing so would recursively produce the
same EC. The second EC with frequencies {2, 2, 2} can be
further split into two child ECs with frequencies {1, 1, 1}.
Since the probability of each element in both ECs is 0.33
and is smaller than their respective upper bounds, the split is
allowed. Finally, we have 3 ECs each having one record from
each of the buckets.
C. Redistribution

ID

Zip

Age

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

47*
47*
47*
47*
47*
47*
476*
476*
476*

42-53
42-53
42-53
39-62
39-62
39-62
32-46
32-46
32-46

(a) level=leaf

The ECs can now be generated by picking records from
each bucket such that it minimizes their information loss and
increases the closeness of their distribution to the original data
set. From each bucket, a set of initial seeds on its QIs for the
ECs are determined based on KMeans++ [16]. It is represented
in example 3.
Given the initial set of seeds representing the center of each
EC for a bucket, the records in table T that have SA values
belonging to the bucket are weighted based on their position
on the taxonomy tree. Since the buckets are overlapping, the

Fav.
Col.
FF00F3
00ABFF
00ABFF
FF0000
0004FF
FF00AF
FF00F3
00FFFF
FF00AF

ID

Zip

Age

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

47*
47*
47*
47*
47*
47*
476*
476*
476*

42-53
42-53
42-53
39-62
39-62
39-62
32-46
32-46
32-46

Fav.
Col.
Red
Blue
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Red
Blue
Red

(b) level=parent

TABLE II: Redistribution & Anonymization of data set T
D. Algorithms
This section introduces the algorithms for different phases of
the Incognito solution. Algorithm 1 describes the general work
ﬂow of the solution. Step 1 creates the frequency histogram
for all SA values and measures their probabilities through step
2. Step 3 creates the buckets with similar SA values and step
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4 dynamically determines the number of ECs and their sizes.
Step 5 redistributes the records from the buckets to create the
required ECs.

step 33 re-iterates through the subsets prior to the current level
in the taxonomy tree.
Algorithm 2 GenerateBuckets(F , P , l, β)

Algorithm 1 workﬂow(T , β)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

1:

F <- be the frequencies of distinct SA values in data set
T
P <- generate the probability distribution of F
(φ, U ) <- GenerateBuckets(F , P , level = H − 1, β)
ECSizes <- ECSizes(φ, U )
ECs <- CreateEC(T , φ, ECSizes, Size(ECSizes))
generalize the ECs to anonymize them

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Algorithm 2, creates the overlapping buckets. Steps 13 deﬁne a default stop condition. Steps 4 & 5 create an
empty vector φ and φˇp that would respectively contain the
frequencies of the buckets and the probability of the least
frequent value in each bucket. Step 6 deﬁnes a variable that
keeps count of the total number of buckets. Steps 6-32 create
the intermediate buckets from the sub-sets (according to the
taxonomy tree) of SA values. For each subset at a given level
l, it sorts the distribution in that level through step 8. Step 9
deﬁnes a variable to measure the total probability of values
in a bucket. It creates an initial upper bound value as positive
inﬁnity in step 10. Steps 11-32 determine the upper bound
for the buckets that can be created from the subset and then
creates a set of overlapping buckets. Each value in the subset
is iterated over in a sequential manner and steps 12-15 ensure
that the upper bound remains as the least frequent SA value
among all the values that can be grouped into a single bucket.
Step 16 updates the sum of a bucket with the probability of
the SA value. Steps 17-30 check whether the added SA value
would increase the probability of the bucket above its upper
bound. It adds percentage of frequency of the SA value to the
bucket that would bring its distribution closer or equal to its
upper bound through step 18. It measures the percentage of
frequencies of the total distribution to determine the number of
SA values that can be grouped into the bucket. It then subtracts
the total frequencies in the bucket from it as δ to determine the
number of frequencies from the SA value that could be added
to the bucket. Step 19 measures the probability of the δ as δp . If
the upper bound of δp decreases the upper bound of the bucket,
the amount of frequencies that can be added to the bucket is
set to 0, in steps 20-22. The rest of the frequencies are used to
create a new bucket with a new upper bound and total. Step
23 updates the frequency of bucket and step 24 increments
the bucket counter by one and creates a new bucket to group
this SA value with others. Step 25 updates the frequency of
the SA value as the remaining number of frequencies after
part of it is added to the previous bucket. Step 26 determines
the probability of the remaining frequencies of the SA value.
The total probability counter for the new bucket is set as the
remaining probability through step 27 and its upper bound is
calculated in step 28. Step 29 updates the minimum probability
of the bucket. Step 31 updates the frequency of the bucket and

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

if l < 0 then
return (F , P × (1 + min(β, −1 ∗ ln(P )))
end if
φ <- N U LL; the set of buckets
φˇp <- N U LL; the probability of the least frequent value
in a bucket
n <- 0; number of buckets
for ∀Slj ⊂ F ; j = 1, 2, . . . , sl do; sl being the number of
sub-tree at level l
Sort the distribution in Slj
sum <- 0
un <- +∞
for i = 1, 2, . . . , |Slj | do
if Plji × (1 + min(β, −1 ∗ ln(Pl ji))) < un then
un <- Plji × (1 + min(β, −1 ∗ ln(Pl ji)))
φ pˇljn <- Plji
end if
sum <- sum + Plji
if sum > un then

δ <- (un × F ) − φljn
δp <- δ F
if δp × (1 + min(β, −1 ∗ ln(δp ))) < un then
δ=0
end if
φljn <- φljn + δ
n <- n + 1
Flji <- Flji − δ
F
Plji <- ljiF
sum <- Plji
un <- p × (1 + min(β, −1 ∗ ln(p)))
φ pˇljn <- Plji
end if
φljn <- φljn + Flji
end for
φ <- GenerateBuckets(φ, φˇp, l − 1, β)
end for
return (φ, u)

Algorithm 3 dynamically determines the sizes for ECs for
a given list of bucket frequencies and the upper bounds of
each bucket. Steps 2-4 create two child ECs, each containing
approximately half of the SA frequencies. Steps 5-7 evaluate
whether, for each of the ECs, the probability for the SA values
in that EC goes beyond the upper bound. If the SA values
in both ECs satisfy their upper bound, then these ECs are
generated and further divided until they fail to satisfy their
upper bound criteria through steps 8-13. The ﬁnal number and
sizes of ECs are determined as those that couldn’t be further
dichotomized.
Algorithm 4 creates the actual ECs after their sizes have
been determined through Algorithm 3. It redistributes the
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is provided with the records from T with SA belonging to a
bucket and the number of seeds to be chosen form the bucket.
Based on concepts from KMeans++ [16], it determines the
centers for each EC. Step 1 creates an oversampling factor.
Step 2 selects a data point at random as the ﬁrst center C.
Step 3 determines the overall clustering cost of its QIs and the
whole data set. Bahman Bahmani et al. proposed scalable kmeans++ algorithm [19] to reduce the number of iterations. It
uses an oversampling method to drastically reduce the iteration
rounds from k to approximately O(logψ). Accordingly, the
oversampling method is used and through steps 4-6 multiple
points are sampled that are further away from each other. Step
5 samples each point t whose SA value is not present in the
set of already chosen centers C independently with probability
Diversity of (t,C)
l × Clustering
Cost of (C,T ) . After O(log(ψ)) iterations, the
number of chosen points is higher than k. Steps 7 & 8 use a
weighted k-means++ clustering to obtain the ﬁnal k centers.

Algorithm 3 ECSizes(φ, U )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

ECs <- N U LL; Sizes of the ECs
L <- round(0.5 ∗ φ)
Pl <- generate the probability distribution of L
R <- φ − L
Pr <- generate the probability distribution of R
D1 <- pi ∈ Pl ≤ Ui ; i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |
D2 <- pi ∈ Pr ≤ Ui ; i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |
if ∀D1 == T RU E ∧ ∀D2 == T RU E then
ECs <- ECs ∪ ECSizes(L, U )
ECs <- ECs ∪ ECSizes(R, U )
else
ECs <- φ
end if
return ECs

records into the ECs based on their nearest neighbors. Step
1 standardizes the values for all the QIs. Step 2 & 3 creates
an empty list respectively for the seeds for each EC and the
ﬁnal ECs. Steps 4-12 redistribute the records from table T into
the ECs. For each bucket, steps 5-10 re-allocate to records into
ECs. Step 6 chooses points from the bucket as seeds for the
ECs as described in algorithm 5. Step 7 weights the records
in T whose SA values are present in the bucket as per the
distance of their SA values to the SA value of the seed for an
EC. It gives higher weights to records whose SA values are
further from the seed of the EC and lower to the ones closer.
Step 8 picks the required number of records for an EC from
the buckets in order to minimize the weighted distance of their
QIs. Since the buckets are overlapping, the penalties allow for
choosing records from a bucket that have minimal QIs distance
as well as are more similar in their SA values. Step 8 removes
the records chosen to create the EC from T and the process
re-iterates for the rest of the ECs and the remaining buckets.

Algorithm 5 InitialECSeeds(T , k)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

IV. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
In this section Incognito the framework for large scale data
anonymization in the cloud is evaluated using Incognito, tcloseness [7] and β-likeness [8] algorithms. The goal of the
evaluation is to benchmark the framework for performance
and scalability. The Incognito algorithm is also measured for
sensitivity, identiﬁability and utility.
The ISLR Wage data set [20] was used for all
experiments. The SA attribute {W age} was used as label and
{yr, age, maritl, race, edu, jobclass, health, health ins}
QI attributes were used as features. A user deﬁned taxonomy
tree for the SA attribute was created with 6 levels as
represented in ﬁgure 4. Level 5 represents the actual unique
salaries present in the data set and at each prior level a
parent was deﬁned. This data set of 3000 records was also
used as seeds to generate larger data sets of sizes up to 100
GigaBytes. Each record was also concatenated with a unique
identiﬁer as its Personal Identiﬁer.
The implementations of the algorithms discussed in section III-D were made in a scalable manner using Apache
Spark [21] version 1.6.0. The Incognito framework furnishes

Algorithm 4 CreateEC(T , φ, ECSizes)
Standardize the QIs of records in T
seeds <- N U LL;
ECs <- N U LL;
for j in 1 : φ do
5:
for i in 1 : |ECSizes| do
6:
(i,seedsj ) <- InitialECSeeds(∀t.QI ∈ T ∧ t.SA ∈
φj , #of ECs)
7:
Weight the records t in T ∧ t.SA ∈ φj as
1:
2:
3:
4:

heightT oCommonP arent(tk .SA,(i,seedsj .SA))
height(T )
8:
ECsi <- ECsi ∪ Pick the ECSizesij

9:
10:
11:
12:

l <- 2 × k as oversampling factor
C <- sample a point uniformly at random from T
ψ <- Clustering Cost of (C, T )
for i in 1 : log(ψ) do
C  <- sample each point t
⊂
T ∧
(∀c∈C h(t.SA, c.SA) ! = 1||H(T ) == 1) independently
C <- C ∪ C 
end for
∀c ∈ C, set wc to be the number of points in C closer to
c then any other points in C
Re cluster the weighted points into k clusters
C <- centroid of each cluster
return C

number
of records t ⊂ T whose SA values are in φj so that it
minimizes the weighted euclidean distance based on their
QIs with center as (i, seedsj )
T <- T − ECsi
end for
end for
return ECs

Algorithm 5 determines the initial centers for each EC. It
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on the taxonomy tree of the SA values. This leads to a
lower number of iterations for dichotomizing these buckets and
determining the ECs. β-likeness and Incognito have similar
linear performance in this phase, with Incognito performing
slightly better with larger data sizes The redistribution phase,
as shown in graph (c), parallelizes the redistribution based
on number of generated buckets. t-closeness always generates
a smaller number of buckets and its scalability suffers with
larger data sets. β-likeness also suffers due to re-shufﬂing
of records over the network between multiple machines as
its buckets contain dis-similar records and for each generated
EC, records have to be reshufﬂed. Incognito performs better
for larger data sets as its generated buckets have similar
records as patterns of QIs that lead to similar SA labels are
grouped together. Graph (d) represents the recoding through
generalization, suppression or summary statistics on QIs in
each EC. They scale based on the number of generated ECs
and, with all three algorithms generating almost equal number
of EC, their performance is similar for smaller data sets.
However, like the redistribution phase, it also suffers from
reshufﬂing of records more for t-closeness and β-likeness than
Incognito.
As seen in graph (e), the Incognito framework allows all
three algorithms to scale. Furthermore, for smaller data sets,
all three methods perform similarly. However, as the data
size grows, our Incognito anonymization technique gradually
outperforms the rest, having average of 75% and 35% better
performance respectively against t-closeness and β-likeness.
2) Machines: The next set of experiments veriﬁes the scalability of the framework by having a constant data size of 5GB.
The anonymization methods on this data set were executed by
varying/scaling the number of machines from 1 to 11. Figure 6
shows the number of available machines on the x-axis and
the overall execution time (in seconds) on the y-axis. The
framework scales the algorithms as the number of available
worker machines increases. The plateau in performance after 7
machines is due to the inherent nature of distributed computing
where each computation is performed on a block of a particular
size. Whenever machines used to handle the number of blocks
for the 5GB of data are available, any additional computing
resource does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the performance.
However, it does show the scalability of the framework in
terms of addition of more computing resources through worker
machines.
As seen from subsection IV-A1, t-closeness performs better
for smaller data sets as the number of buckets generated
in its buckatization phase is easily handled by the available
computing resource. Both β-likeness and Incognito display
similar performance for smaller data sets as the amount of
re-shufﬂing of records over the network is limited.

Fig. 4: Taxonomy of SA values Wage (in 1000 USD) with 6
levels

the bucketization for β-likeness and t-closeness as respectively described in [8] and [7]. The framework also allows
dichotomization and redistribution for all algorithms as shown
in sections III-B and III-C.
An execution environment of 12 CentOS Linux machines,
each with 4 cores and 20 GB ECC DDR-2 RAM, was available
for the experiments. An Apache Hadoop 2.6.2 ﬁle system
(HDFS) and Apache Spark 1.6.0 were deployed on these
machines. Both HDFS namenode and Spark master were
deployed to the same machine. The remaining 11 machines
were used as data nodes for HDFS and slave nodes for Spark.
A. Scalability
The scalability tests were performed in two folds. First, a
data set of {1GB, 10GB, 20GB, . . . , 100GB} was generated
from the ISLR Wage data set and stored into the HDFS ﬁle
system. The algorithms using the framework were executed
and evaluated over each data set, using 11 slave machines.
Next, for the second set of scalability tests, a data set of 5GB
was generated from the ISLR wage data and the framework
was again evaluated on this data set, but the number of worker
machines available for each test varied as {1, 3, 5, . . . , 11}.
Further, for both of these sets of experiments, the threshold
value t and β for these algorithms was set so that the number
of generated ECs by them was close to each other.
1) Data Sizes: The scalability tests for the framework were
conducted using 11 machines and a varied set of data with
different sizes from 1GB to 100GB. The three algorithms
t-closeness, β-likeness and Incognito were evaluated for their
performance in terms of execution time (in seconds). The four
phases of these algorithms used to anonymize a data set and
the their overall execution time are shown in ﬁgure 5 with
x-axis showing the varied data sizes and y-axis representing
the execution time.
The ﬁrst phase in anonymization is the Buckatization phase
is shown in the graph (a). For all three algorithms, the
execution time is almost equivalent and there is a linear
growth in execution time, proportional to the growth in the
data sizes. Graph (b) represents the dichotomization phase.
t-closeness performs best in this phase since the number of
buckets generated in the earlier phase remains constant based

B. Identiﬁability
The identiﬁability experiments evaluate the probability of
identifying a sensitive attribute appearing in an anonymized
group and is represented in ﬁgure 7. The x-axis represents
the level of observation on the sensitive attribute. Level 5
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Fig. 5: Scalability using 11 machines and varying data sizes
shows the identiﬁability when sensitive attributes are used to
identify without any prior knowledge. Level 4 represents prior
knowledge about semantic similarities in terms of parents of
the leaf node sensitive attribute values. Level 3 shows parents
for values on Level 4 and so on.

C. Utility
The utility of the anonymized data sets was determined
using different analytics functions. The QIs of the ISLR
Wage data set with 3000 records were used as features and
SA values as label. The original and anonymized data sets
were used for linear regression, decision trees, knn regression,
neural network and random forest for comparing the Incognito
algorithm against β-likeness and t-closeness anonymization
algorithms.
As observed from ﬁgure 8, the utility of the anonymized
data depends on the data structure, the analytical needs and
the type of used anonymization technique. The x-axis of
the graph represents the different analytic techniques and yaxis shows the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).
Each of these algorithms was executed on the original data
set (without anonymization) and three anonymized data sets
using respectively t-closeness, β-likeness and Incognito. As
expected, the information loss is higher on analytics on the
anonymized data. The Incognito method and beta-likeness

As observed, at all level Incognito has better ability to
decrease the average probability of SA values appearing in
an EC. t-closeness performs worse at level 5 as it never limits
the probability change of SA values appearing in an EC. Both
β-likeness and Incognito limit the probability growth with the
same threshold β=3.0 or 300%. However, β-likeness is not
bounded to a taxonomy tree and it therefore moves closer to
the upper bound. As we move to the parent levels, t-closeness
and Incognito are able to show similar limits on the probability
as both of them adhere to the taxonomy tree of the SA values.
Incognito performs on average, over all levels, better than tcloseness and β-likeness (40% and 45% respectively) in hiding
the identiﬁability of individuals, based on their SA values
appearing in ECs of an anonymized data set.
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SAs as their approach becomes complex with the increase
in the number of SAs. Further, the relationship between the
value t and information gain is ambiguous. For example, the
distance between the two distributions P1 = (0.01, 0.99) and
Q1 = (0.11, 0.89) measured using Earth Mover’s Distance
(EMD)1 [22] is, EM D = 0.1 and between distributions
P2 = (0.4, 0.6) and Q2 = (0.5, 0.5) is also EM D = 0.1.
However, the change between the ﬁrst pair is much more
signiﬁcant than the second one as the probability of the ﬁrst
value 0.01 in P1 and 0.11 in Q1 increases by 1000%, where
as for the second pair 0.4 in P2 and 0.5 in Q2 increases
by just 25%. β-likeness [8], ensuring that an adversary’s
conﬁdence on the likelihood of a certain SA value does
not increase, in relative difference terms, by more than a
predeﬁned ”β” threshold. It provides an effective privacy
guarantee beyond t-closeness. However, β-likeness also has
its constrains as it assumes the distribution to be sorted. This
leads to failure to comply with the t-closeness constrains and
makes it vulnerable to similarity attacks due to the fact that
β-likeness ignores semantic hierarchical taxonomy trees of
SA values.
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Fig. 6: Scalability using 5 GB of data and varying # of
available worker machines
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Fig. 7: Average % change of SA values in ECs compared to
complete data set
performs similarly for most of the analytical functions while
t-closeness performs the worst.
V. R ELATED W ORK

VI. C ONCLUSION

l-diversity [6] & t-closeness [5] have been described
as possible solutions to address some of the limitations
of k-anonymization. Although l-diversity is able to well
represent SA in an EC, it has been shown to suffer from
semantic similarity and skewness attacks [5], [7]. t-closeness
shows a promise in addressing the challenges in l-diversity
by ensuring that the distance between distribution of a SA
in an EC and the distribution of the attribute in the whole
table is not higher than a threshold ”t”. A table is said to
have t-closeness if all ECs have t-closeness. Still, as pointed
out in [5], t-closeness suffers from challenges to multiple

Data privacy has emerged as a key concern in today’s
data enabled services. Sharing and publication of micro data
have lead to disclosure of sensitive private information about
individuals. Popular privacy preserving techniques through
anonymization have been shown to suffer from various attacks.
Many alternative approaches to privacy have been also shown
to suffer from some trade-offs. Further, anonymization techniques lack a framework for scalability in order to handle the
large amounts of data generated across domains and industries.
1 primary measure for calculating difference between two distributions in
t-closeness
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Though this paper we introduced a framework for scalable
large scale data anonymization in the cloud. We also proposed
our own anonymization algorithm called Incognito that addresses two of the major impediments towards anonymization,
being similarity and skewness based attacks. β-likeness and tcloseness are two well accepted solutions that address these
concerns to some extent. β-likeness provide a guarantee that
probabilities of SAs in ECs are limited to a deﬁned threshold.
However, it suffers from similarity based attack since it does
not adhere to the taxonomy tree of the SA values. t-closeness
represents SA values into ECs as per their taxonomy tree.
It generates ECs with SAs whose distribution is t close to
their distribution in the original data set. However, it fails to
represent individual probability increase of a SAs appearing
in an EC and thus becomes liable to skewness based attacks.
The proposed solution Incognito, address the limitations of
both β-likeness and t-closeness.
Our evaluation of the framework and the algorithms showed
that annonymization does not have one solution ﬁt all scenario.
Incognito is has shown better results in terms of performance
for very large data sets. It also performs better when SA values
in data sets have ontological similarity in terms of preventing
identiﬁability especially when data sets have skewed SA distributions. Further, it also better limits the probability change
of SA values appearing ECs when their SA taxonomy tree is
known and the point of attacks are on the parent nodes. βlikeness suits data sets with SA values that are independent
or numeric. t-closeness performs well for small data sets with
ontologically related SA values that can be represented using
a taxonomy tree. In terms of data utility or analytics, the
most suitable anonymization method depends on the business
requirements, data structures, data sizes, requirement of level
of identiﬁability and the type of analytical function.
The research in the area of data privacy, anonymization and
it usability is an ongoing process. In the future the framework would be further extended with other anonymization
techniques including streaming anonymization. Additionally,
various machine learning and analytical methods would be
extensively evaluated on various data source to further determine relationships between type of anonymization and data
utility.
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